Part 1  
CARTOON IMAGES
Illustrated Elitelore- Ch. 2 of Elitelore Varieties:

The following cartoons are presented for the reader's critical analysis in relation to the Introduction and the other 16 Chapters in this book. This chapter is divided into Part 1 (Cartoon Images) and Part 2 (Hyper-Linked Images: The Gen. Patraeus Case).
How fairy tales really end:
Cinderella
Snow White

Little red riding hood
Sleeping beauty

Jasmine (Aladdin)
Belle (Beauty and the beast)
The little mermaid
Seems like only yesterday...
BARBIE DOLL has her 50th birthday this year......
Tweety Bird is 60 years old!

And what about all our other....
CHILDHOOD SUPERHEROES?

Superman
Thor
Wonder Woman (touch of menopause here I think?)
Batman and Robin
Spiderman
BRATZ DOLLS (2001--) vs Barbie Doll
Bratz are also called “prostitots”
2001
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bratz
Mike Adamick (Cry It Out!) comments on the prostitution of children: "Prostitots" is the best name I have ever heard for [Bratz and Monster Dolls].
VERSUS  The Elite Barbie Dolls (1959-1972)

http://collectdolls.about.com/od/barbievintage/ig/Vintage-Barbie-Dolls-Photos/index.02.htm
The title of Marilyn Monroe's movie "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" might as well be Barbie's motto. READ MORE…

Read more:
http://www.nydailynews.com/gossip/galleries/50_reallife_barbie_dolls/50_reallife_barbie_dolls.html#ixzz0x7NwI6ke
Barbie and Ken, astronauts, 1965, 4 years prior to moon landing

2010
“Say, who the hell’s been writing this stuff? It comes perilously close to the truth.”

http://www.newyorker.com/politics/cartoons
“And so, due to the appearance of wrongdoing, I’ve decided to simulate my resignation.”
“It was either the knish in Coney Island, the cannoli in Little Italy, or that divinity fudge in Westchester.”

“Let me be vague.”
“People of North Dakota! Or possibly South Dakota!”
"If indicted, I will not stand trial; if convicted, I will not serve time."
“Aw, come on, guys! We’ve marketed worse candidates!”
"We'll probably vote for the least qualified candidate. We have no judgment skills."
"I regret that my poor choice of words caused some people to understand what I was saying."
"The question is: Which of his irritating mannerisms can be used to political advantage?"
"A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, we need cheap, available handguns."
“Thumbs up, you enhance your reputation for compassion. Thumbs down, you satisfy your base.”
“Face it—nothing gets done in an election year.”
"In the future, don’t kiss babies while they’re breast-feeding."
“Must be a politician—not a hair out of place.”
"Our panel today includes Hurley Throod, the opinionated Washington bureau chief; Dennis Wurtner, the lightweight TV commentator; Marsha Boyle, the contentious syndicated columnist; and Sidney H. Hall, the self-styled political expert."
"I may run, but first I want to toy with the electorate for a while."
“Before I became a black conservative, I was a white liberal.”
"So essentially what you’re saying is that Joe Sixpack and Joe Blow are one and the same person?"
"That's an excellent prescreened question, but before I give you my stock answer I'd like to try to disarm everyone with a carefully rehearsed joke."
"You've been around here longer than I have. What are 'congressional ethics'?"
“Don't feel bad about falsifying the problem, I falsified the problem”

"The Reagan-López Portillo meeting was rich in symbolism...."

Exchange of presidential gifts:

Reagan gives the History of the USA in the form of a Rifle

López Portillo gives the History of Mexico in the form of a Book

By Paul Conrad

*Los Angeles Times*, January 7, 1981
"Good God! He's giving the white-collar voters' speech to the blue collars."
“Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and not in some sneaky relativistic way?”

It wasn't a lie, Senator, it was a larger truth as you imagine it to be."
"Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman from Small Firearms yield the floor to the gentleman from Big Tobacco?"
"Or, failing that, the virtual truth as you imagine it to be."
Male participants at sports matches can be seen standing around with one another in this position at halftime and giving their crotch a continual adjustment. These adjustments have nothing to do with itching—they allow males to highlight their masculinity and show solidarity as a team by all performing the same actions.

3. The Foot-Forward
The body weight is shifted to one hip, which leaves the front foot pointing forward. Paintings done during the Middle Ages often show high status men standing in the Foot-Forward Position as it allowed them to display their fine hosiery, shoes, and breeches.
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